CORPORATE GOVERNANCE MASTERCLASS
Develop your understanding on Procedural Record and Enrich the Knowledge in
Comparative Corporate Governance setting

4th & 5th August 2019|Fairmont Dubai, United Arab Emirates
7th & 8th August 2019|The Ritz-Carlton, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
(2 nights Free accommodation at Ritz Carlton)

Major Benefits Of Attending
By end of this course, delegates will be able to:
LEARN the Evaluation Metrics used in Corporate Governance
EXPLORE the Procedural Record intended for directors and stakeholders
DISCOVER the understanding of why outside enforcement is necessary and important
UNDERSTAND the best practices applicable in Corporate Governance Board
IDENTIFY the Comparative Corporate Governance experience in terms of culture vs institutional
setting

Why you Should Attend?

Who Should Attend?

Corporate governance is most often viewed as both the structure
and the relationships which determine corporate direction
and performance. The board of directors is typically central
to corporate governance. Its relationship to the other primary
participants, typically shareholders and management, is critical.
Additional participants include employees, customers, suppliers,
and creditors.

This seminar is specifically designed for

The corporate governance framework also depends on the
legal, regulatory, institutional and ethical environment of the
community. Whereas the 20th century might be viewed as the
age of management, the early 21st century is predicted to be
more focused on governance. The importance of corporate
governance in today’s progressive and aggressive business
environment cannot be denied. According to the Financial Times,
it’s “crucial to the achievement of a new frontier of competitive
advantage and profitability.”
In this workshop, participants will have the opportunity to
understand the fiduciary duties of directors and officers and also
identify the fundamentals of disclosure.

Organized by:

WE SOLVE YOUR PUZZLE

Board member, Senior Managers and
Managers responsible for:
Corporate Governance Standards and
Mechanisms
Corporate Governance
Corporate Strategy
Operational Risk Management
Corporate Social Responsibility
Public and private sector stakeholders
initiating or leading the process of
developing a corporate governance
code of best practice

